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Abstract 
X-ray computed tomography (XCT) is becoming widely used for metrology of complex geometry, and special attention is given 
to improvement of measurement of assemblies that are made of different materials, since they are common in industrial 
applications. Multi-material objects are adding additional problems in XCT data evaluation, which only complicates the usual 
issues found in single material XCT (beam hardening, streak artefacts etc.). Dual-energy XCT scanning is a well-known approach 
to resolve issues arising from samples having various densities- a sample is scanned at two distinct power levels, creating 
different X-ray spectra for each scan. Using different X-ray target materials is a different way of achieving this; emission 
spectrum can be changed while keeping the power level constant. Constant energy results with a constant focal spot size over 
multiple scans, meaning that such multi-spectral technique should provide better accuracy in XCT scans.  
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1  Introduction 
 
Introduction of new manufacturing technologies such as additive manufacturing, as well as improvements and increased demands 
for accuracy in standard technologies, resulted in increasing use of X-ray computed tomography (XCT) scanning in industrial 
applications. Current state-of-the-art machines offer accuracy comparable to midrange coordinate measuring machines (CMMs), 
while being able to measure both external and internal (hidden) geometry. However, due to numerous influences on the 
measurement result, there is currently no established method for estimation of measurement uncertainty, [1], [2]. Additionaly, 
XCT is prone to creating artefacts- artificial features that do not exist on measured objects- in several typical applications [3], 
[4], [5], [6]. This issue is most problematic while scanning multi-material objects; in this case, high-density parts are being 
underexposed compared to low-density parts, or low-density parts are being overexposed with respect to high-density parts. 
Typical example of this is shown in Figure 1.  
Dual-energy CT technique is one way to improve the quality of XCT scans of multi-material objects [7], [8], [9], where two CT 
scans are made at different power levels in order to obtain different spectra and consequently to improve segmentation  of various 
materials in reconstructed volume. One of the drawbacks arises because focal spot size is usually related to X-ray power: at two 
different power levels, CT scans will have different resolutions making comparisons and data fusion difficult. A different 
approach would be to acquire CT scans using a different target material, while keeping the power level (dose) constant- that way, 
different spectra can be obtained while keeping the focal spot size constant.  
 

 
Figure 1. A cross-section of XCT scan of a ballpoint pen. Severe artefacts are visible in vicinity of metal parts, making  

segmentation of polymer parts impossible. 
 

2  Experiment 
 
In order to examine the possibilities of using the multi-spectral technique described above, we used a typical industrial XCT 
machine (NIKON Metrology XTH 225) equipped with four reflection targets made of Tungsten, Molybdenum, Copper and 
Silver. In this setup, X-ray source is focusing electrons onto a cylindrical rod divided into four quadrants with different materials 
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on its surface. Rotating the target cylinder exposes different surface areas to accelerated electrons, which results in a change of 
emission spectrum. 
A typical industrial sample was examined- an electrical connector assembly, made of two different polymer materials (Figure 
2). Figure 3. shows histograms of greyscale values when this sample is imaged with different X-ray targets, while keeping the 
X-ray power constant at 24 W. These histograms show that the penetration of sample is changing with target material, indicating 
that this technique could be used to improve the segmentation of different materials in sample. Eight XCT scans were made, four 
repeated scans to establish basic repeatability and four scans with different target materials, with all other parameters (sample 
position, number of projections, X-ray source current and voltage, exposure time etc.) kept constant. 

3  Results 
 

Initial measurements were made with Tungsten target, which is used as the default target material in standard 
applications with the XCT machine we used. Four repeated measurements were made to establish base repeatability of 
measurments, on two selected measurands- an internal diameter of a cylinder representing bidirectional measurement, and an 
axial distance between two internal cylinders representing unidirectional measurement that is not as sensitive to edge threshold. 
(Figure 2. on the right). Each scan was reconstructed using constant reconstruction parameters, and measurements were then 
made using a recorded measurement script in an attempt to minimise the operators influence while selecting surfaces. 
Measurement results for this control group measurments are given in Table 1 and show good repeatability (range of results is 
given instead of standard deviation, due to small number of repeated measurements).   

 
Figure 2. Image of sample (left) and measurands (right) used for experiment. Visible components are actually made of same material in 

different colour; inner seal is made of a low density polymer. 

 

 
Figure 3. Histograms of grayscale values on detector while sampe is in the field of view, recorded with  

Tungsten (top left), Molybdenum (top right), Copper (bottom left) and Silver (bottom right) targets. 
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Table 1. Repeatability of measurement results for control group; four repeated measurements were made with Tungsten target. 

Target material: Diameter, mm Axial distance, mm 
W1 5,238 11,994 

W2 5,234 11,992 

W3 5,241 11,998 

W4 5,237 11,989 

Average: 5,238 11,993 
Range: 0,007 0,009 

 
After the control group measurements, additional four scans were made using all available target materials, without 

moving the the sample and keeping the X-ray parameters constant and similar to control group measurements. X-ray parameters 
(voltage of 200 kV, current of 120 µA, exposure time 500 ms) were chosen with speed of measurement in mind, rather than 
quality. This resulted with less than optimal signal to noise ratio (SNR), as can be seen in reconstructed slices. However, since 
only relative differences between different measurements are being investigated, SNR should not have a significant influence in 
the following comparisons. Additionaly, this measurement setup closely resembles industrial use of XCT, where X-ray 
parameters are often chosen to increase the speed of measurement rather than its quality. The results of these measurements are 
given in Table 2.   

Table 2. Repeatability of measurement results for test group; different target was used for each measurement. 

Target material: Diameter, mm Axial distance, mm 

W (tungsten) 5,231 11,981 

Ag (silver) 5,262 11,979 

Mo (molybdenum) 5,239 11,991 

Cu (copper) 5,229 11,989 

Average: 5,240 11,985 

Range: 0,033 0,012 

 
Several conclusions can be drawn by comparing these measurements with control group results. Repeatability of diameter 
measurement is low in comparison to control group measurements, making any discussion about its accuracy irrelevant. Axial 
distance measurement showed good repeatability, but its average value is significantly different from the value obtained in 
control group measurements indicating a decrease in accuracy. An obvious conclusion is that changing the target material 
influences the accuracy of measurement, since that was the only changing variable between measurements. The target material 
is changed by manual rotation of the target cylinder, which can can affect magnification by changing the position of focal spot 
and consequently have adverse effect on accuracy. In order to verify this assumption, a calibrated ball-bar was placed in the field 
of view during each scan and was used to calibrate the reconstructed volumes. After calibration, measured values of diameter 
and axial distance show very good agreement with the values from the control group, suggesting that magnification was indeed 
changed by rotating the cylinder target. This is most likely caused by a change in target diameter at different sectionsA summary 
of these results, given in Table 3, leads to conclusion that only calibrated volumes obtained with different X-ray targets can be 
compared. Such comparison was made by superimposing different volumes (obtained with different X-ray target materials) using 
an iterative least squares best fit in Volume Graphics VGSTUDIO MAX 3.0.    
 

Table 3. Summary of measurement results. 

 Before calibration  After calibration 

Target material: Diameter, mm Axial distance, mm  Diameter, mm Axial distance, mm 

W (tungsten) 5,231 11,981  5,231 11,979 

Ag (silver) 5,262 11,979  5,229 11,980 

Mo (molybdenum) 5,239 11,991  5,230 11,978 

Cu (copper) 5,229 11,989  5,228 11,979 

Average: 5,240 11,985  5,230 11,979 

Range: 0,033 0,012  0,003 0,002 
    

 

Control group W1- W4    

Average: 5,238 11,993  

Range: 0,007 0,009  
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Full volume deviation was analysed by comparing each scan to Tungsten scan data, which was chosen as reference. Figure 4 and 
Figure 5 show a cross-section and full volume deviations for silver spectrum scan against tungsten spectrum scan. It can be seen 
that deviations arise almost exclusively in lower density material, and this was observed in various degrees with other scans as 
well. These differences indicate that combination of multiple XCT scans, obtained at constant X-ray power with different X-ray 
targets, can enhance segmentation of multi-material objects. Further research will be concentrated on fusion of individual 
projections, with the goal of obtaining a single reconstructed volume.  
 

 
Figure 4. A cross-section showing deviations of Silver spectrum scan from Tungsten spectrum scan. Deviations on higher density material 

are negligible in comparison with deviations that occur at lower density material. 

 

 
Figure 5. Full volume deviations of Silver spectrum XCT scan from Tungsten spectrum XCT scan. Significant differences can be seen in 

lower density material (in red colour). 
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4  Conclusion 
A new approach, aimed to improve multi-material XCT scans, was presented. Instead of using discrete power levels (dual-energy 
XCT) to achieve diferent X-ray spectrums, we investigated the possibility of using different X-ray target materials. Results 
indicate that repeatability degrades significantly for uncalibrated XCT scans while the target material is changed, which can most 
probably be attributed to poor geometry of target cylinder leading to a change in target position and subsequent change in 
magnification. This suggests that data fusion, which is necessary to achieve improved segmentation of different materials, should 
not be made at the projection image level. However, after calibration was made for each scanned volume using a ball-bar 
standard, repeatability was greatly improved suggesting that fusion of datasets obtained with different X-ray targets should be 
made at that stage- after calibration of reconstructed volumes, as changes in magnification are then corrected. A preliminary 
investigation was made by simply superimposing volumes obtained with different X-ray targets. Analysis of differences between 
superimposed scans indicate that detectability of lower density material is improved. Further research will focus on combining 
several datasets obtained with different X-ray targets into a single volume. 
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